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What ongoing project best
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What time of the year brings

How do locals kick back and

out the best in the city?

slow down?

WE TEND TO THINK OF CITIES as fixed
monoliths—as being either fully developed
or a complete mess—leaving little room
for what many urban centers are poised to
become. If you craft a global index of cities
based on what’s already been achieved,
you get a familiar list of places: Cities in
Scandinavia, Western Europe, and the coasts
of North America tend to come out on top.
But what happens when you create one based
on where they’re headed?
Creating an index that measures the
elusive quality of “possibility” is, admittedly,
an inexact science. There are a lot of city lists
that measure things like liveability, competitiveness, or quality of life, but possibility,
by definition, involves a big, bold question
mark. The list that follows is our big, bold
answer.
In producing this index, we first compiled
data from various quantitative and qualitative measures: How many trips are actually
made on public transportation? How many
residents are foreign-born? Is there a decent
balance between work and play? How does
the city perform environmentally? Next, we
sought out local correspondents who could
tell us not what an outsider might experience
in these cities during a layover, but what it
feels like to actually live in them. Where are
people connecting? What local food are they
eating? Where do they recharge? And most
important, how do they engage to help their
city reach its potential?
The result is a geographically and culturally diverse list of 20 cities that embody this
spirit of possibility. They may not be perfect,
but they’re deep into the process of creating
what makes a city truly good. In short, these
are the cities we’re betting on.

Chaotic. Frantic. Sprawling. Overpopulated.
Earthquake-prone. And did we mention
sinking? (It’s built on a drained lake
basin.) For a city as big, crowded, and as
geologically vulnerable as Mexico City, it’s
a miracle, really, that anything works at all.
And yet, the city manages to turn liabilities
into improbable and livable solutions.
And it does so in an increasingly politically
progressive climate, thanks in large part to
former Mayor Marcelo Ebrard, who ushered
in sweeping social changes in areas as diverse
as gay marriage, unemployment and poverty,
transportation, environmental initiatives,
and public health and safety. All this change
means that, for the first time, immigration
to Mexico City has reached equilibrium
with the U.S., with roughly equal amounts
of Mexicans moving north to the U.S. from
2005 to 2010 and those relocating to the
city. Suddenly, there’s a sense of possibility
permeating Mexico City these days. That’s
not to say that life is easy for everyone here.
As with cities worldwide, the divide between
the haves and have-nots is significant. But
a close look at both data and narratives
throughout the city affirms that major social
change for the good is happening here, and,
increasingly, people from other countries
want to play a part in it.
JULIE SCHWIETERT

Mexico City has a terrible

México is more than a museum—

reputation as a traffic-clogged,

it’s an inspiring social experiment.

smog-cloaked urban wasteland,

The museum is largely responsible for the

but over the past decade, the sprawling,

nascent revitalization of the down-at-the-heels

densely populated capital has made serious

Colonia Doctores neighborhood, hosting events

improvements. Fifty-three percent of trips are

that bring people together to celebrate oft-

taken on public transportation, and the city’s

overlooked aspects of modern Mexican culture.

Metro system, one of the most affordable in the
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world, is expanding.
Corredor, a twice-yearly
event helps revitalize entire

At 1,695 acres, Bosque de

neighborhoods by inviting people

Chapultepec, or Chapultepec

onto the streets to see just how much creativity
surrounds them.

Park, is one of the largest urban
parks in the hemisphere. Green spaces are popping up in unexpected spots, too, like vertical

Big-box stores from the U.S. are

walls of buildings, including Downtown Mexico,

trying to make incursions into

a boutique hotel in the Centro Histórico.

Hawker Center duck stall

Mexico City by selling cheap food
in bulk, but local fruit and vegetable markets

There’s a growing number of

still thrive in most neighborhoods. Even better

Chinese, Korean, and African

are projects like Mercado el 100, the first

immigrants, as well as Europeans

totally organic market in Mexico City, which

and expats from Mexico’s neighbor to the north.

mandates that its vendors farm within 100

Fewer barriers to entry and lower overhead

miles of the capital.

costs, not to mention an increasing amount of
Mexican consumers with disposable income,

Who needs TEDx when there’s

are luring would-be entrepreneurs to make

homegrown TagDF? The event

Mexico City their home and headquarters.

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE

If what you’ve heard about Singapore is
that it’s little more than high-rise buildings
occupied by the world’s highest concentration of billionaires, you’ve only scratched the
surface. While this city-state did transform
itself in just two generations by pursuing economic growth at all costs, its rigid reputation
is quickly dashed for those willing to explore
its distinct neighborhoods. Yes, buying
chewing gum remains illegal here (the same
goes for spitting and littering), but the same
authority that doesn’t shy away from social
engineering has also cultivated an efficient
society where different groups enjoy the
fruits of a forward-thinking government—
and it’s attracting more and more expats
every year. As part of a young nation that’s
still defining its cultural identity, Singapore
recognizes that liberalizing its ideals, staying
creative, and working collaboratively can
save the capital city from disillusioned youth
drunk with fame and wealth.

Artistry is a gallery and café,

Private car ownership in Singapore

nestled in a cozy, century-old

is extremely expensive. A yearly

shophouse, which hosts weekly

quota on the licenses required to

events after dark that range from public

own and operate a car mean residents have to

performances by local bands to poetry recitals.

bid for the right to own a vehicle for the next 10

Local thinkers drop by to enjoy coffee and draw

years. (The current rate is about $90,000 for a

inspiration from the monthly rotating art or

mid-sized sedan). However, the bus and mass

photo exhibitions.

rapid transit systems are more than adequate
for 63 percent of trips made by Singaporeans.

Launched in 2000, Speakers’
Corner in Hong Lim Park is a

Singapore has been dubbed the

free-speech area designated for

“greenest city in Asia” thanks

the public to hold nonreligious assemblies and

to the government’s ambitious

make speeches without a permit. In a country

targets to ensure each citizen has access to

ranked 140 out of 167 countries in Reporters

natural space. The 183-acre Botanic Gardens

Without Borders’ Press Freedom Index, the park

are an impressive example of that, boasting a

is a welcome sign that the government is at

virgin rainforest and National Orchid Garden.

least aware of the problem.
Singapore is a hyperdiverse city,
Hawker centers are Singapore’s
version of clean street food.
Local treats prepared with fresh

with more than 1 million people
who are foreign-born—most
coming from China and Southeast Asia. The

ingredients can be found within open-air

Geylang neighborhood (also the red-light

stalls, which are individually rented from

district), along with Little India and Chinatown

the government, providing a way for young

are vibrant and less pristine pockets of the city,

hawkers—or hawkerpreneurs—to run thriving

where the usual Singaporean melting pot gives

small businesses.

way to more distinct cultures and traditions.

is a hugely ambitious, two-day
digital festival dedicated to exploring creative

When the Muévete en Bici (Move

JENNIFER LIEN, DAYLON SOH,

The government’s penchant for

Despite 14 government-mandated

processes. TagDF was held for the first time

by Bike) program launched in

CHIARA MARIA DE CASTRO

mass organization and orchestra-

days off per year, economic suc-

in 2013, but with heavy hitters like renowned

2007, it was a radical idea: Would

Mexican filmmaker Alfonso Cuarón and Apple's

car-loving Chilangos really be interested in

Steve Wozniak inspiring attendees at a variety

experiencing the capital’s busiest avenue,

of events, workshops, and exhibits, future

Paseo de la Reforma, on two wheels instead of

iterations are likely to be even grander in scale

four? Now, nearly seven years later, “Muévete en

and scope.

Bici” is an entrenched Sunday tradition whose
disappearance would likely provoke protest.

tion reaches its apotheosis in

PHOTO BY: DAYLON SOH

Green wall at Downtown

MEXICO

El Museo del Juguete Antiguo

PHOTO BY: FRANCISCO COLL AZO
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MEXICO CIT Y

cess means that work/life balance

August when the National Day Parade takes

has taken a backseat for many. Some govern-

over the city with floats, choreographed dances,

ment civil service agencies have responded by

and fireworks to celebrate the independence

introducing one work from home day per week,

Singapore gained in 1965. Leading up to the

and many employees are increasingly choosing

event, corner shops and apartment blocks are

to trade higher remuneration in favor of work/

dotted with red and white national flags.

life-friendly policies.

“WORK/LIFE BALANCE” FIGURES

SINGAPORE’S PRINCIPAL CONCERT

because of its likeness to the beloved,

come from the Mercer index of

hall the Esplanade Theatres on the

if smelly, native fruit.

Employment Holiday Entitlements.

Bay, is known locally as the Durian,

Szimpla Kert

concludes with an impressive fireworks display.

04

many of its former abandoned

Budapest is a city of contradictions. Amid
the eclectic architecture of Habsburg and
Baroque grandeur, crowds on the hunt for
cheap beer fill ruined courtyards outfitted
with mismatched furniture and graffiticovered walls, known as “ruin pubs.” The
city has a troubled past, and even perhaps
a troubled present. There is still a sense of
political unease and a worrying undercurrent
of anti-Roma sentiment and anti-Semitism.
At the same time though, indie creative
spaces, nonprofit organizations, and
ecological groups are emerging from the
underground. Budapest’s beating heart
lies beyond the sights of the Danube or the
glitz of Andrassy Avenue and thrives in the
evolving cultural scene growing around the
7th District. While the popular ruin pub
Szimpla Kert is overcrowded, and perhaps
even overrated, the city’s nightlife spills into
hidden basements, courtyards, and people’s
apartments. Budapest is a city with changing
faces, and, as locals will tell you, there’s
always something new to discover.
JENNIFER WALKER

celebrates with a huge fair at Buda Castle that

be popular for partying, but
apartment-blocks-turned-bars double as

Budapest’s Millennium Metro

collaborative spaces. Fogas ház is a “cultural

Line is not only the second-oldest

reception space” with a gallery and theater

metro system in the world after

space for contemporary artists, concerts, and

London’s, it’s also a UNESCO World Heritage

film screenings. R33, an abandoned factory, is

site. For those who prefer above-ground travel,

poised to become an underground artistic hub.

a boat system along the Danube also serves as
a transit option from spring through November.

Embracing the spirit of green
living, Budapest’s youth are turn-

Punctuated by a Transylvanian-

ing to bicycles as an alternative

style castle and a man-made lake

form of transport. Bike workshops are popping

that turns into an ice rink during

up around the city, like Cyclonomia in the 13th

the winter, the grassy and wooded Városliget

District, where in exchange for a small yearly

(City Park) is Budapest’s most beloved green

donation, members can come for tools, tips,

lung, but, overall, the city has got a bit of work

and a community environment in which to fix

to do when it comes to its environmental profile.

Uhuru Park

their bikes.
Budapest has an eclectic commuBy night, Szimpla Kert is packed

nity of expats, mostly from Eastern

with bachelor parties, but

Europe and, in particular, ethnic

Budapest’s oldest “ruin pub”

Hungarians from Transylvania (in Romania),

NAIROBI

KENYA

Afro-fusion, soul, jazz, and R&B bands while

the tech hub of East Africa. This

enjoying a glass of wine or a local Tusker beer.

mapping platform, Ushahidi, was born, along

Nairobi’s informal matatu system

with the revolutionary mobile banking app,

of minibuses and vans is seen

M-Pesa. Programmers, designers, and entre-

both as an ingenious response to

preneurs hang out at the many co-working and

the inefficiency of the formal public transporta-

incubator spaces to share ideas and launch

tion system and a curse, as drivers typically

projects. The most active for the tech crowd

ignore virtually every traffic law en route to their

is iHub, with countless parties, conferences,

destinations.

and networking events, while creatives flock to
Pawa 254 and The Nest.

There aren’t many green spaces
in Nairobi, so Uhuru Park is

Nairobians are incredible consum-

considered a great leisure

ers of news — newspapers

spot and space for political, religious, and

get passed from hand to hand

community gatherings—and the main home

multiple times a day, and somehow everyone

for Nairobi’s growing skateboarding scene.

seems aware of the latest developments in
the Kenyan parliament. Nairobi’s young and

In addition to distinct com-

creative middle class frequently takes to the

munities of Indian and Somali

city’s collaborative spaces to discuss topics

immigrants, a wide diversity of

like access to technology, political debates, and

faiths in Nairobi means residents of the city

gender issues.

are usually celebrating one religious holiday

transforms into an organic farmers market on

but there are also close-knit Greek, Italian, and

Sunday mornings, promoting fresh produce

German communities. While more than 400,000

from local vendors. At the back of the courtyard,

Jews were deported in World War II, Budapest’s

volunteers ladle out delicious soup from a large

Jewish community has been slowly rebuilding

cauldron, the proceeds of which go entirely to

itself since communism fell in the ’90s and is

experience the rich culinary culture they bring

charity.

now also a substantial presence in the city.

to the city. At Diamond Plaza, a local shopping

or another—whether it’s Christian, Muslim,
The Parklands area is a hub of

Hindu, or a traditional African faith.

Nairobi’s ethnic Indian comFL AVIE HAL AIS

munity and also the best place to

Twenty-one governmentmandated days off mean Nairobi
residents working in the formal

arcade, one can find the city’s best-tasting

employment sector have plenty of time to

Budapest values its national

It’s obvious when people are slow-

samosas, chapatis, fresh juices, and countless

explore the world-class wildlife that surrounds

holidays, and the cultural

ing down on a Sunday or public

other Indian treats for a minimal price.

the city. With game drives in Nairobi National

significance is not lost on the

holiday in Budapest: The local

city’s residents, particularly Memorial Day on

shops are closed, church bells ring all morning,

Oct. 23, which commemorates the communist

tram service is sporadic, and the waft of stew

uprising in 1956. Constitution Day on Aug. 20

from open windows perfumes the streets.

is a full-fledged national party, and Budapest

Park, camping at Lake Naivasha, and climbing
One Sunday a month, Nairobi’s

Mount Kenya, Nairobians are spoiled by city

young and creative gather for

escapes that the rest of the world must travel

Blankets and Wine, a leisurely

thousands of miles to visit.

afternoon spent listening to the region’s best

WES ANDERSON’S UPCOMING film The

Gustave H in 1920s Budapest. It will

NAIROBIANS LOVE THEIR SODAS,

Grand Budapest Hotel chronicles the

open the Berlin Film Festival in 2014.

and the sweeter, the better. Coca-Cola

exploits of legendary hotel concierge

Nairobi is renowned for being
is where the collaborative crisis

Life in Nairobi can be rough. Crime is high,
traffic is a living nightmare, and urban
poverty is a pressing issue with more than 60
percent of the population living in informal
settlements. But spend just a couple of days
here, and you’ll quickly realize that Nairobi
is about to boom. Everywhere, new roads,
buildings, and exciting projects pop up as
signs that things are on the cusp of change.
Considered to be the economic and political
capital of East Africa, Nairobi is home to a
vibrant tech scene as well as a healthy cohort
of innovative social entrepreneurs. Add
to this a dynamic nightlife and a distinctly
multicultural food scene, and you get the
recipe for an up-and-coming metropolis. The
challenge for city leaders in the next decade
will be to figure out how to make Nairobi
more socially inclusive, so that more people
can enjoy all that it will have to offer.

PHOTO BY: ARTHUR BULIVA

Farmers market at

HUNGARY

Budapest’s ruin pubs might

PHOTO BY: JENIFER WALKER
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BUDAPEST

and Orange Fanta are favorites, as is

Stoney, a ginger-based soda.

Seoul has a tenacious grit. It seems like
everything in this city is 24/7: from bathhouses and massage parlors to traditional
markets. But while the prevailing stereotype
may be that this city is all work and no play,
Seoul is also a place that knows not to take
itself too seriously. This is evidenced in
everything from the city-wide expectation
that residents party nearly every day of the
week to the international viral phenomenon
of “Gangnam Style,” which irreverently
mocked a pompously wealthy Seoul neighborhood and simultaneously introduced
the world to a fairly ancient brand of local
humor. The modest size of the city’s living
spaces means residents spend much of their
time outside of their homes, which, coupled
with Seoul’s reputation as an exceptionally
safe city, makes for thriving street life. Even
while relics of its two-thousand-year history
remain visible, modern-day Seoul is shedding
its stereotypes and its past of isolationism,
intent on forging a progressive, ambitious,
and playful future.

weeks leading up to the festival to plan themed

as the hub for progressive thought

camps and make the journey together.

is also a home base for the artists responsible

While it’s unfortunate that public

for the culture of the internationally acclaimed

transportation shuts down at

performance art known as the “Korean Wave.”

rentals go all night, and can be paid for with

collaboration and spontaneous displays of art

the same T-Money card or keychain used for

are very much in vogue.

subways and buses.

Recycling laws are respected to

The mighty Han River runs

an almost maddening degree.

horizontally through Seoul and is

For example, when separating

flanked on both sides by nature

recyclables for collection, gum wrapper foil has

paths, bike lanes, jogging tracks, playground-

its own category. Empty lots are quickly turned

style workout equipment, and booths offering

into protected spaces of indigenous flora,

cheap bike rentals.

OppiKoppi

and a nameless mansion in Marronnier Park
houses art supplies and sandboxes to entertain

After harboring a closed-off

latchkey kids whose parents are busy at work.

attitude toward foreigners in the
past, Seoul’s residents are chang-

Seochon, the neighborhood sitting

ing their tune. An increasing number of Koreans

shoulder-to-shoulder with the

born elsewhere are coming back to Seoul

epic, 618-year-old Gyeongbok

and bringing with them non-Korean friends,

Palace, is home to clusters of winding back

cultural norms, and attitudes, which are all

alleys crammed with food stalls and tiny res-

diversifying the city’s tastes and allowing the

taurants. Behind the flashier cafés with pricey

Seoul to see itself in a more global light.

SOUTH AFRICA

cups of tea, await little old ladies painstakingly

country, known as Oppikoppi. This musical

cluster of rejuvenated buildings

pilgrimage, sprawled over four days, has

in the center of the old Central

become a right of passage for Jozi youth and the

Business District. It acts as a self-sustaining,

Despite its oppressive past and sometimesturbulent present, the forested, concrete city
of Johannesburg beats with a hopeful heart
of creativity and possibility. It’s normally
overlooked as Cape Town’s younger, uglier
sister, but there is more to the city than
being an inconvenient airport stop for
international tourists heading off to a safari
and ocean views. For what the Golden City
lacks in mountains and beach penguins, it
makes up for in earnest and friendly people,
true multicultural integration, inner-city
renovation, insanely good weather, and
great parties. With that said, Jozi does have
its fair share of problems. It’s riddled with
poverty and crime, and labor and human
rights problems are deeply entrenched as the
entire nation of South Africa negotiates its
post-Mandela existence. However, it remains
the type of place where, if you have a voice
and are good at what you do, you can truly
make a difference.

Public drinking is legal in Seoul

preparing plump dumplings by hand.

The Maboneng Precinct is a

entrepreneurs to the center of industry. In an

Though the drivers are notoriously

instant, you can find yourself drinking coffee

aggressive, at a flat rate of R12

outside a café, chatting with easygoing strang-

SYLVIA E. K. MCKEOWN

people often go out to socialize and

distances of 12 miles—the 15-seater minibus

studio overlooking the city, and then partying

taxi is by far the cheapest and fastest way

with them at the Zebra Inn, a dingy local bar

around the city.

decorated with taxidermied animals.
Originally planted at the end of
Joburg residents love nothing
march (toi toi), but on ordinary
days in this car-dependent city, there’s a lot

As a hard reaction against South

graffiti on bridges, or stickers telling you

Africa’s past, Joburg residents

“Everything is going to be OK” on parking

forms of diversity, taking great pleasure and

awake.

pride in celebrating cultural heritage in all
its various forms, from releasing lanterns at
On the doorstep of the Nelson

Chinese New Year street parades to watching

Mandela Bridge, is the

fireworks light up the skyline in celebration of

Braamfontein area, which has

Diwali, the Hindu Festival of Lights.

pendent restaurants, bars, cafés, and coffee

Long working hours don’t mean

brewers. During Saturday’s Neighbourgoods

residents can’t find time to play:

ments like the ubiquitous pojangmachas—a

with the best food and drink vendors in the city.

moths, cheap liquor, and spicy fried foods.

mix of Korean and English speakers and lures
thousands of city dwellers, who meet up in the

have seemingly embraced all

ticket dispensers, the people of Joburg are wide

and far more internationally

end of every summer, this offshoot boasts a

largest man-made urban forest in the world.

Whether it’s news headlines on street poles,

Market, you can lazily while away the hours

lawn furniture, bare light bulbs being orbited by

for the mining industry, 10 million
trees shade Johannesburg, making it the

of civic engagement on the side of the road.

find relax during their work week at establishcombination of orange tarp ceilings, plastic

the 19th century to provide wood

more than a good protest or street

more free-flowing, much smaller,

festival. Held on a beach outside Seoul at the

(about $1.20 USD) even over

ers, running off to collaborate with them in a

become a breeding ground for small inde-

and homes tend to be tiny, so

colorful baby to the original Burning Man

ultimate showcase of local musical talent.

creative community, and is attracting young

midnight, cab rides and bike

Nearby is Marronnier Park, where civic-minded

Burning Man Korea is a decidedly
SUEMINN CHO
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that is shaping modern Korea, and

JOHANNESBURG

PHOTO BY: KAZ FERNANDES

Daehangno

SOUTH KOREA

Daehakro (“college way”) serves

PHOTO BY: GIPE0001
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SEOUL

extended shop hours, bars with
late-night licenses, dawn yoga sessions,
night markets, and the new trend of late-night

Every August, tens of thousands

running and cycling events in the Central

of Joburg residents trek to a dusty,

Business District are just some of the ways that

thorny farm just outside the city

Joburgers fit it all in.

limits for the biggest music festival in the

IN THE KOREAN LANGUAGE, the

for “Seoul,” even in formal situations.

JOHANNESBURG IS HOME to one of

Pirates, which were both founded

fact that former Orlando Pirates player

words “Our City,” become a complete

This unique linguistic quirk means

African football’s most heated rivalries:

in the sprawling Joburg township of

Kaizer Motaung left the team to form

pronoun and an acceptable synonym

every victory for the city is expressed as

Kaizer Chiefs versus the Orlando

Soweto. The rivalry comes from the

the Chiefs.

a personal triumph for each resident.

Fascinating, frenetic, and often frustrating,
Istanbul can sometimes seem like it’s defined
by its unmet potential. With its young
population and incredibly rich history,
Istanbul should be a hotbed of innovation,
but is unfortunately hampered by a lack of
diversity, a vast wealth gap, and a political
system that limits civic participation—as was
plain to see during this past summer’s mass
protests. That said, there’s no shortage of
progressive qualities to the city: small neighborhood purveyors of cheese, baked goods,
or traditional sweets—what elsewhere might
be called “artisanal” foodstuffs—retain a
loyal customer base, as do craftsmen who
will still fix everything from shoes to small
electronics. And young people seem increasingly eager to put their own stamp on how
things are done. If the old neighborhood
institutions and new creative thinkers can
survive the current trend of top-down,
shortsighted development, Istanbul will be
able to seize its potential.
JENNIFER HATTAM

The workhorse of Istanbul’s transit

space SALT Beyoglu periodically

system isn’t operated by the city

plays host to environmental

at all; it’s the 6,000 privately

workshops and talks by local and global

run minibuses that can be tricky for visitors

innovators. Green-minded folks gather each

to navigate. There is no published schedule

Saturday morning at the weekly organic pazar

or route map, but they go nearly everywhere.

(market) in Feriköy, while the spirit of the Gezi

In Turkish, they’re called dolmus, meaning

Park protests lives on at Yogurtçu Park in

“filled,” and they usually are.
While Istanbul has a ways to go in

Following the Gezi Park protests

terms of green space, residents

in summer 2013, a wave

make creative use of the banks

of “neighborhood forums,”

of the Bosporus River. On sunny weekend

envisioned as models for a more participatory

days, both sides are full of boisterous families,

democracy, sprung up in Istanbul’s city parks

canoodling couples, enterprising pushcart

to discuss everything from women’s rights

vendors, and an occasional jogger.

Chewbacchus

to community gardens. One man’s decision
to paint a concrete staircase in rainbow

Most of the one million plus people

colors—which he did simply to beautify his

who moved to Istanbul over the

surroundings—inspired numerous imitators

past four years are Turks, but there

after municipal officials repainted the steps to

are growing enclaves of African and Syrian

their original grey.

migrants in Kurtulus, which is still home to
much of the city’s dwindling population of

The Kadıköy market is a colorful,

Armenians and Jews, as well as many Uzbeks

compact place to experience the

and Afghans in far-flung Zeytinburnu.

UNITED STATES

Dedicated to cultivating social

Chewbacchus, ’tit Rex, and Krewe du Vieux

entrepreneurship, Propeller

maintain the traditions of creativity, self-

recently opened a dynamic

expression, and joie de vivre that have marked

workspace that augments its increasingly

the weeks-long festival for centuries.

popular fellowship program for those who

Kadıköy.

Government dysfunction at every level
post-Hurricane Katrina reignited a spirit of
self-determination in New Orleans that has
been a powerful driving force over the past
eight years. Grand experiments in civic innovation, like the creation of more than 80 new
charter schools, are both highly controversial
and indicative of the scale of change that the
storm made possible. The intoxicating charm
and resilience of New Orleans would seem
to credit the traditional values that NOLA
has boasted about for decades: fierce support
for local artists, commitment to celebration
and tradition, and caring for one’s neighbors
and community. Yet it is precisely these ideals
that some think are at risk as New Orleans
welcomes an influx of young, mostly white,
college-educated newcomers with entrepreneurial goals and hipster tastes.

wish to tackle environmental, economic, and

New Orleans is a largely

social problems in New Orleans. By being

car-dependent city, but thanks to

part of Propeller’s network, organizations like

civic investments and numerous

Birthmark Doula Collective and BreakOUT!

and outspoken community bike organizations

have the opportunity to collaborate with other

like Plan B, New Orleans’ bike ridership has

innovators and increase their overall impact.

increased by 54 percent since 2010.

The Orleans Parish criminal

The 1,300-acre City Park is home

justice system incarcerates more

to a stunning collection of live

citizens—and disproportionately

oak trees and is now bursting

those of color—than any other on the planet.

with natural areas like Couturie Forest, which

Because so many families in the city are

provides a taste of the swamp for city dwellers.

affected by these facts, they inspire heated
debates at dinner tables and within neighbor-

A thriving Vietnamese community

hood groups. Organizations like the Orleans

in New Orleans East and a growing

Parish Prison Reform Coalition and VOTE are
leading the way to reform.

post-Katrina Hispanic population
help make up the 5.8 percent of New Orleanians
who are foreign-born. And while the struggle for

KEZIA KAMENETZ

expertise of Istanbul’s traditional

The combination of a year-round

racial equality continues, the amazing accom-

growing season and ample empty

plishments of First Grace United Methodist

lots make New Orleans poised to

Church—once composed of two churches,

culinary ustas (masters), from the offal butcher

Istanbullus find solace in the

become a leader in the locally-sourced food

one historically white, the other black, which

to the pickle-maker.

everyday through socializing with

movement. The New Orleans Food and Farm

merged after Katrina—demonstrate what’s

close friends and family over tea

Network has been at the helm of this initiative

possible when segregated communities come
together as one.

Art events fill the city every time

or rakı, an anise-flavored alcoholic beverage.

for many years, and its latest Farm City

the Istanbul Biennial (held every

For workers in the formal economy who want to

program aims to transform more than 500 lots

other fall) rolls around, and

enjoy their 17 government-mandated days off,

Istanbul’s Gay Pride Parade in early summer is

the serene, car-free Prince Islands are just 12

the largest in a Muslim country or in Eastern

miles away.

Europe. While it’s hard to name a single event
that unites this massive city, the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan likely comes closest.

ISTANBUL’S GAY PRIDE PARADE (Onur
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NEW ORLEANS

LOGO VIA: CHEWBACCHUS.ORG

Kadıköy Market

TURKEY

The eclectic art and research

PHOTO BY: WILLIAM NEUHEISEL
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ISTANBUL

into urban food production and community

Even with no mandatory paid

centers.

vacation time, festivals dominate
the New Orleans social calendar,
Mardi Gras is still as essential

celebrating the usual suspects like jazz and

to the fabric of local culture

blues, but also mirlitons, po’ boys, and balcony

as ever. Marching krewes like

screaming.

THE STORY GOES that America’s first

19th century. For better or for worse,

Yürüyüsü in Turkish) attendance has

cocktail, the Sazerac, was invented on

NOLA has kept a close relationship with

steadily grown by thousands each year

the streets of New Orleans in the early

mixed drinks ever since.

since it began in 2003.

Beirut is complicated. The Lebanese War
stopped time, and, in many ways, little
has changed since the 1970s. Shockingly
poor infrastructure means gridlocked
traffic, and having nowhere left to build
means steep rents in popular areas. Forget
Solidere (Beirut’s controversial billion-dollar
regeneration project) and the Botox-pumped
Lebanese elite that show of the latest Cavalli
outfit there. The beating heart of Beirut
is Achrafieh (where the trendy streets of
Gemmayzeh and Mar Mikhael are located)
and, increasingly, the expat enclave Hamra.
Young Bierte (residents of the city) speak
three languages fluently, often mixing them
together in a single sentence: “Hi, keefak
ca va?” (“Hi, how are you?” in English,
Lebanese Arabic, French). And if you’re
wondering if the locals know how to party—
yes, they do. When bombs threaten the city,
the party just moves to the mountains. Beirut
is neither efficient nor convenient, but people
fall in love with its energy and the vibrancy of
street-level life.
PHILIPPA YOUNG

Service cabs are almost

men gather to drink coffee, smoke

exclusively wartime 1970s-80s

cigarettes, and right the world’s

model Mercedes. In those years,

wrongs. It’s also the name of Beirut’s first

when warring factions split Beirut in two,

media lab for experimental arts, architecture,

service cabs could cross no man’s land by tying

and technology.

a bra to the car antenna, a de facto white flag to

10

watching snipers to guarantee safe passage.
Lebanese youth speak their minds
by writing it throughout the

In the southern part of the city,

streets. Political and philosophical

Horsh Beirut is 63 acres of

graffiti run alongside the bars of Gemmayzeh

triangular park space. Green

and through industrial Karantina. If your Arabic

solitude can also be found in the American

script is a little rusty, look up side streets in

University of Beirut’s beautifully landscaped

Mar Mikhael to spot colorful artwork reclaiming

gardens in the shadow of well-kept colonial

Beirut’s long flights of stairs.

buildings, where campus guards are happy to
The Samba parade

let you and your picnic in.
Mezze is Lebanese, right? Test the

in Sambodrome

theory at locavore paradise Tawlet

With the last population census in

on Naher Street. Every day a new

1932, estimates are to be treated

cook prepares typical food from his/her region.

with caution, but it’s clear that

The Souk el Tayeb farmers market launched the

a heady mix of refugees, Western expats, and

restaurant after people fell in love with the local

a kaleidoscope of Arab nationalities shape

produce and producers. The best way to greet

Beirut. The longest standing ethnic area, at

a vendor? “Shou tabkha el mama lyom?” or

around 90 years old, is Little Armenia in the

“What’s cooking today, Mom?”

Bourj Hammoud neighborhood of Beirut.

Lebanon is the golden boy of

As locals will readily boast, you

Middle Eastern cinema. Trilingual

can swim at the beach and ski on

filmmakers from this country

RIO DE JANEIRO

BRAZIL

Rio de Janeiro’s character—unhurried,
casual, and creative—is shaped by its
cariocas, or native inhabitants of the city.
But like any city, it has struggles that leave
obvious marks. A corrupt government,
economic inequality, and poor infrastructure
are just some of these. Below the pretty
exterior of postcard-perfect images, beautiful
landscapes, and wild Carnaval parties, the
city experiences highs and lows—all of which
are collectively prodding the government
to make changes for the better. While it’s
likely that this awakening has been aided
in part by the looming global spotlight that
will be placed on the city for the 2014 World
Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics, what
matters is that it’s happening now, and that
Rio’s residents are taking part in it. With
the same drive as a quick-paced samba, Rio
de Janeiro’s spirit is producing projects and
movements that are leading to a brighter
future.

The large and vacant industrial

Known to have some of the worst

spaces and reasonable rents of

traffic on the continent, Rio is still

Gamboa, an old neighborhood

a city where 51 percent of trips

in Rio’s port district, are currently attracting

are taken by public transport. Spurred by the

creative minds and entrepreneurs. Meanwhile,

FIFA World Cup and 2016 Olympics, the city is

dozens of organizations like Meu Rio (My Rio)

currently undergoing a large-scale overhaul of

and Rio Eu Amo Eu Cuido (I Love and Take Care

its transportation and infrastructure networks.

of Rio) are cropping up to provide residents with
the tools to take action and get involved in their

No matter where you look, Rio

city’s development.

has stunning natural beauty. It is
home to Tijuca National Park, the

Social media has become the most

world’s largest urban forest; Jardim Botânico,

natural meeting point for individu-

the city’s botanical garden, which UNESCO

als interested in being agents of

designated as a biosphere reserve; and some

change. A Facebook-based organization called

of the most stunning beaches—not to mention

Rolé Carioca offers free tours for locals to learn

beachgoers—in the world.

about the forgotten corners of their city and
encourages them to get involved in everything

Rio’s population is made up

from bringing sports to favelas to improving

of a diverse mix of domestic

citywide sanitation.

immigrants, and the city is also
home to more people of Portuguese decent

Open-air markets, or feiras, are

than Portugal’s capital. The rich Brazilian and

a daily occurrence and are where

Portuguese cultures can be experienced side

locals come to shop for fresh

by side in beautifully preserved areas like Arco

produce, seafood, meats, and spices while

do Teles in Centro, which has the added bonus

snacking on a pastel, a deep-fried pastry

of being surrounded by many of Rio’s best

filled with cheese, shrimp, hearts of palm or

museums and cultural spaces.

shredded beef, and cold sugar cane juice.
DIANA HOLGUIN

perfect powder in the same day—

Rio’s residents take their beachgo-

outshine all others in the region thanks to

in 30 minutes if you’re in a fast car. Even after

Sequins and feathers are some of

three top film schools. Middle Eastern films are

their 15 government-mandated days off have

the eye-catching elements of Rio’s

showcased at the Beirut International Film

been spent, Beirut-based locals head back to

Carnaval, but this world famous

get done in this city of more than six million.

Festival, while Metropolis Cinema, Beirut’s

the village for long lunches with family, where

festival tradition, started by the Portuguese in

However, in many ways the laidback carioca

first art-house cinema, hosts the documentary

they’ll also pick up fresh local honey, arak, and

1723, is more than skin deep. Local preparation

way of life—which includes a government-

festival DocuDays and the European Film

oranges to bring back to the city.

starts months in advance, bringing people

mandated 22 days off per year—is a model for

together for weekly events that raise money for

a quality of life of which most people can only

the main event and the community in general.

dream of.

Festival.

PHOTO BY: HAO LUO

Beirut street art

LEBANON

“Karaj” garage is where Lebanese

PHOTO BY: ALPER ÇUĞUN
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BEIRUT

THE SOFT ANISE TASTE of alcoholic arak

with ice cubes, pour 1/3 arak, then 2/3 water.

CHEVY CHASE’S 1985 comedy Fletch

and charging it all to Mr. Underhill’s

traditionally accompanies long family meals

The clear arak turns an innocent-looking

ends with the titular character taking

American Express card.

in Beirut. For perfect arak, first fill a glass

cloudy white, but be careful, it packs a punch.

his love interest on a trip to Rio…

ing seriously, so much so that
you might wonder how things can

Calle Defensa down to Parque Lezama.

12

Aires hosts La Bomba de Tiempo,

Buenos Aires often feels like a city made up
of smaller cities. With each neighborhood
maintaining its own distinct vibe, you don’t
need a map to tell you that you’ve passed
from San Telmo into Barracas—it’s evident in
the pavement, the sidewalks, and the architecture. Street art is part of the landscape,
new buildings and advertisements mingle
with colonial structures, and sidewalks are
permanently in disrepair. Buenos Aires may
be famous for its tango, beef, and nightlife,
but many neighborhoods go to sleep early,
and you won’t find liquor for sale legally in
any shops after 10 p.m. It’s a place where
gay marriage is legal, abortion is illegal,
motorcyclists cross themselves as they pass
churches, barrios erupt when soccer games
are broadcast, and close-knit families walk
the streets hand in hand. If nothing else, this
dirty city is home to a wildly expressive and
creative populace who loves its country, but
views the post-dictatorship government with
a healthy dose of skepticism.
KATE SEDGEWICK

overtake the streets, and vendor booths line

Abasto neighborhood of Buenos
an amped-up percussion explosion, every

Buenos Aires’ colectivos (busses)

Monday night. The cultural center in Barrio

are all run by different companies,

Once (Neighborhood 11) uses its massive

and each line has its own look.

open-air space and theaters for music, plays,

Some have curtains and different colored

festivals, and contemporary fine art.

lights, and some have hand-painted detailing.
which close in the wee hours. Almost forty

center of protest, but also of

three percent of trips are taken on some form of

celebration, hosting events like

public transportation.

the Gay Pride March. It gained modern notoriety
as a focal point of public resistance thanks

Buenos Aires may have a ways

to the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, women

to go, but several initiatives—

who risked their safety by protesting the

such as a law that requires

disappearance of their children at the hands

supermarkets to charge for bags (which must

of Argentina’s dictatorship in the 1970s and

be biodegradable) and the installation of new

early ‘80s. By using the site to publicly defy

LED streetlights, which will cut the amount of

the oppressive government, the women were

electricity used to light the city by 50 percent—

instrumental in changing the political climate

show that the city is veering from its previously

of the city.

nonexistent environmental mindset.

CANADA

As Montreal neighborhoods fill up

are still affordable, and the crisscrossing

with creative types mingling in the

subway lines traverse the span of the city with

multitude of cafés, a blog called

incredible efficiency.

“Montreal Coworking” has cropped up to point

Montréal en Lumière

Despite a history of poorly designed
infrastructure, lingering French-English
tensions, and forbidding winter weather,
Montreal is one of the most animated and
people-friendly cities in the world. The city’s
iconic architecture is punctuated with colorful exterior staircases and balconies. Come
spring, the ubiquitous restaurants, bars,
and cafés beckon with open windows and
welcoming terraces. Driving a car (or trying
to find parking) might be a nightmare here,
but the streets are made for walking, and
riding a bike or a Bixi from the city’s pubic
bike-share system is an easy and convenient
way to cover longer distances (at least before
the snow sets in).

park designed by Frederick Law
Concordia University hosts the

Olmsted on the site of an extinct

ongoing, popular University of the

volcano, is a favorite of visitors and locals

Streets Café, a series of solution-

alike because in addition to its majestic views

minded conversations open to all Montreal

from the top, it allows Montrealers to practice

residents regardless of age or education level.

their snow sports during long winters without

Topics are diverse, such as the future of 3D

leaving the city. In better weather, Sundays in

printing or how best to respond to cultural

the park are complemented by the Tam Tams, a

appropriation and stereotyping.

weekly drum circle where thousands of people
turn up.

For the past 12 years, Pop
Montreal has been the

In addition to clinging tightly

northerner’s answer to SXSW, only

to their native languages (this
is, after all, a city defined by

more intimate, accessible, and focused on
music, an integral aspect of the city’s culture

ethno-language divisions), the many vibrant

and history. Indie bands, like Arcade Fire, often

immigrant communities here offer some of

get their starts at the now iconic festival.

Montreal’s best food—and that’s saying a lot

ZVI LEVE

for what is arguably the culinary capital of the

The Buenos Aires Market is a

In the midst of South American

Montréal en Lumière is one of

movable feast. One weekend per

machismo culture, Argentina’s

the largest winter festivals in the

month, the fería brings local and

Mount Royal, a large hill and

out the best places to collaborate.

Many lines run all night, unlike the subways,
The Plaza de Mayo is the city’s

MONTREAL

recent legalization of gay marriage

country.

world, annually drawing close to

As perhaps the most European city

organic foods from Argentina’s top producers

was a great triumph, and Buenos Aires’ Gay

one million attendees to experience the joy of

and growers to different neighborhoods. As a

Pride March (in its 22nd year) is a testament to

Montreal wintertime through a unique program

result, more than 60 food booths, workshops

the city’s attitude of acceptance.

of performing arts, gastronomic events, and

know a thing or two about taking time off

free outdoor activities.

and enjoying life beyond the office. It’s still

in healthy cooking, and free samples are

in North America—and definitely
the most French—Montrealers

broadening the palates of the traditionally

When they have a day off,

meat and pasta-fed porteños.

residents get out and enjoy their

Montreal’s metro system,

post-work cinq-à-sept, a happy-hour style

free time in the city’s parks or take

completed in 1966, has long been

opportunity to unwind with colleagues and

considered the quietest system in

friends and appreciate the bounty the city has

The San Telmo Street Fair attracts

the train out to Tigre, a green, quiet river island

all walks of life to the city’s oldest

town that’s just a short ride away.

neighborhood each Sunday.
Ebullient, percussive marches and dancing

de rigueur for Montrealers to indulge in a

PHOTO BY: ZVI LEVI

Gay Pride Parade

ARGENTINA

Ciudad Cultural Konex in the

PHOTO BY: LOCO085
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BUENOS AIRES

the world, as it was the first subway system to

to offer, no matter the season.

run entirely on rubber tires, which were inflated
with nitrogen. Monthly passes for the system

ON THE 29TH DAY OF EACH MONTH,

immigrants who came to the country

dumplings at the end of each month,

DOWNTOWN MONTREAL has an 18-

weather. It has more than a thousand

major banks, museums, apartment

residents of Buenos Aires eat gnocchi

in the early 20th century and couldn’t

just before the monthly paycheck

mile “Underground City” that protects

stores, hundreds of restaurants,

buildings, stadiums, and universities.

(or ñoquis), a tradition traced to Italian

afford to eat more than these potato

arrived.

pedestrians from the harsh winter

10 subway stops, and connects

Paris isn’t for the faint of heart. It can feel
dirty, expensive, and impossibly big, all
at the same time. And yet, just as they’ve
done for centuries, creatives still flock to
the City of Light. While it’s hard not to
notice that the city is full of cars, the Vélib’
bike-share system, instituted in 2007, has
spurred growth in Parisian bike culture,
and environmental efforts can be seen
everywhere—from L’Oasis d’Aboukir, a
vertical green wall in the 2nd arrondissement, to the small co-op gardens dotting the
city. And thanks to greater efforts to support
local agriculture and producers, a city with
a reputation for food snobbery seems to be
fostering a growing sense of cooperation.
Paris may be one of the most highly visited
cities in the world (with more than 13 million
visitors annually), but the fixed cultural
identity tourists gravitate toward is slowly
shifting. Paris is becoming one of the world’s
most “hyperdiverse” cities, with more than
one million foreign-born residents who are
shaping a more globally-minded Paris that is
ripe with possibility.

With 214 kilometers of track, the

and environmentally conscious

Paris Metro system serves roughly

businesses is La Ruche, a space

4.5 million Parisians daily. The

located in the diverse 10th arrondissement that

stations’ art nouveau-style entrances, which

brings social innovators and startups together

were designed by famed French architect Hector

for projects like @WiserLocal, an informal

Guimard, are an unmistakable and iconic sight

meeting where innovators share the tools

found in nearly every pocket of the city.

they’re using to spur change.
Paris is famously a city of parks
The ideals and dreams of the

and gardens, but there is also

1968 Paris Uprising are never far
from today’s activists and socially

a growing culture of jardins
partagés, or communal, co-op style garden

conscious individuals, such as the students

spaces. At the Jardins du Ruisseau, just a short

from more than 50 high schools who recently

walk away from Porte de Clignancourt, raised

sparked protests after a Roma Gypsy schoolgirl

beds with local blooms and vegetables lie

was removed from a school bus and deported by

adjacent to abandoned railway tracks.

Perth’s Central

immigration officials.

business district
With France’s history of coloniza-

Given its proximity to the

tion, it’s no surprise that there

agriculturally rich Île-de-France,

is a diverse influx of residents of

Paris has storied access to local

African descent. This vibrant community is

produce. Parisians get connected to local

largely found in the “Little Africa” neighbor-

producers through the Association Pour le

hood of the 18th arrondissement. Here you’ll

Maintien d’une Agriculture Paysanne, which

find the famed Marché Dejean, which, despite

operates as a co-op; and La Ruche qui dit Oui,

being located squarely in the city’s iconic and

a weekly pop-up market that gets set up in

touristy Montmartre neighborhood, feels like

various parts of the city.

a typical West African street market, offering

PERTH

AUSTRALIA

Known for being one of the most remote
cities on earth, Perth—the only state capital
in Australia on the west coast—has long
struggled to shake off its “Dullsville” tag.
But while the mining and resources boom has
brought an influx of wealth and cashed-up
newcomers to the city, it has also brought
new energy to Perth’s cultural and creative
sectors. New spaces are emerging for people
to create and collaborate; the small bar
scene has exploded; and there’s a greater
focus on what’s happening locally as people
look for opportunities beyond the mining
boom, rather than looking to their east coast
rivals. While it’s frequently dubbed one of
the world’s “most livable cities,” Perth still
faces many challenges including a quickly
changing climate and a lack of affordable
housing, particularly for those not working
in the resources sector, but residents are
increasingly taking pride in what their city
has to offer

Parisians are famously serious

opportunity to indulge in the city’s finest art

amount of bike travel in the Central Business

Business District, Spacecubed’s

District by 2016 would see the establishment of

two co-working spaces are a place

pedestrian priority zones, one-way streets being
converted to two-way streets, and reduced

share ideas and collaborate. The community

speed limits.

is a mix of the social, technology, and creative
industries, and is credited with igniting Perth’s

In the middle of the urban jungle

fledgling startup scene.

of the city, the Perth Cultural
Precinct has been transformed by

Given Perth’s rapidly growing

the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority from

population, topics like urban

an underutilized public space to the home of an

development, sustainability,

urban orchard, wetlands, and a lively events

and livability are key conversation starters

space. Yes, it even has free wi-fi.

in the city. The work of nonpartisan groups
like FuturePerth and Committee for Perth is

A 25-minute drive from central

gaining traction in allowing individuals to have

Perth is the Yagan Memorial

a real voice in civic life.

Park, the site of burial for
Nyoongar leader and warrior Yagan, who was

Urban Locavore sources the best

instrumental in the Aborigines’ resistance to

food with its curated monthly

British colonialism in western Australia until

tasting boxes and shops. The

he was killed in 1833. It wasn’t until 2010

company’s aim is to support smaller growers

that the park opened and Yagan’s remains

and producers, and to encourage consumers to

were given a proper spiritual burial there. This

eat seasonally and locally.

marked the end of a long struggle by Nyoongar
groups to repatriate their hero’s remains from

Perth’s cultural calendar gets

Britain, where they were taken for supposed

crowded at the beginning of

anthropological reasons during colonial rule.

the year, but it’s the Fringe
SUZANNAH LYONS

the like.

about their art and culture. Locals
known as Nuit Blanche (“All-Nighter”), as an

In the center of the Central

where entrepreneurs and change-makers can

textiles, spices, cosmetics, halal butchers, and

take the first Saturday in October,
ANNA BRONES
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World Festival that attracts the most diverse

Perth thrives on its outdoor

audience. Pop-up venues, edgier acts, cheaper

lifestyle and its 20 government-

While Parisians are known for

tickets, and hour-long shows mean there’s

working hard and long hours,

something to suit the artistic taste of every

Residents love its strong beach culture, local

they hardly need to be convinced

resident.

wineries, beautiful natural environment, and

and cultural institutions late into the night,

to slow down and enjoy their impressive 25

completely free of charge.

government-mandated days off. In August,
the city is quite empty, as many Parisians head
south to the Cote d’Azur or the countryside.

PHOTO BY: JJ HARRISON

La Ruche

FRANCE

Part of a new wave of socially

PHOTO BY: BINCHE
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PARIS

mandated days off per year,

a western Australia staple— laidback Sunday
Perth’s urban sprawl is a problem

sessions listening to live music in a beer

when it comes to using public

garden or pub.

transport, but a plan to double the

TEL AVIV

15

SANTIAGO

16

ISRAEL

17

CHILE

Let’s face the facts: You are infinitely more likely to hear about an
ongoing conflict in Tel Aviv than the city’s burgeoning culinary scene,
its weeklong Pride Parade or its internationally acclaimed dance
troupes. But in actuality, this coastal city has more going on than
politics and missile defense systems. In addition to its enviable yearround temperate climate and warm Mediterranean waters, Tel Aviv’s
magnetic pull lies in its people: carefree, adventurous, no frills, and
no nonsense. Tel Avivians just want to have fun—and they’re good
at it. Yes, the specter of war is always present, but the Tel Avivian
mindset is too enmeshed in its social calendar to really worry about it.
A vibrant (albeit abrasive) energy trickles into everything and colors
the life of locals who have no time to waste.

KUAL A LUMPUR

ACCRA

18

MAL AYSIA

If you haven’t been to Santiago for years, you’d probably be surprised
by a few of the more globalized traits that have recently appeared,
largely thanks to a business incubator project sponsored by the
Chilean government. Santiago is on an expansive trajectory, finally
welcoming international cuisine, connecting with local design, and
conducting vibrant discussions about human rights—most notably
free education. But as the city becomes more global, its homegrown
roots remain: Handpainted signs advertise restaurant specials, and
door-to-door knife sharpeners still walk through the neighborhoods.
While architecture from the 1800s is preserved, it may be just so it
can house fluorescent-lit shoe stores with imports from China. In
short, Santiago is a globally leaning city that’s growing up fast.

In Malay, Kuala Lumpur directly translates to “muddy confluence,”
which illustrates just how far this modern city has come from its 19thcentury beginnings as a jungle at the intersection of the Gombak and
Klang rivers. Today, the city boasts an eclectic mix of architectural
styles, visible in its Baroque Chinese and Dutch shophouses and in
the modern Islamic design of the iconic Petronas Twin Towers. In KL,
people of all faiths meet for a teh tarik, a hot Indian milk tea; temples,
mosques and churches are within walking distance of one another;
and conversations at roadside mamaks, or food stalls, can take place
in four languages. Amid all of this multiculturalism, however, there
are problems, including a public transportation system that is not up
to par with other Asian cities and a high petty crime rate.

GHANA

Accra is a city that is transforming fast: Buildings and luxury apartments shoot up overnight, even while growing numbers of people
live in slum-like conditions. In response to all that change, life in
Accra has to be all about improvisation. Sometimes the electricity
works, sometimes it doesn’t. Sometimes the water flows, sometimes
it doesn’t. Relaxing and being willing to figure things out as you go
is the key to the famed laidback Ghanaian attitude and indomitable
sense of humor. The upside of the city’s sometimes frustrating
moments is that it’s ripe for entrepreneurship and opportunities
abound. But it’s impossible to ignore the fact that life in Accra is
full of real hardship for most people. The future of Accra is quite
uncertain, but that’s what maks it such an exciting place to be.

Owned by two 20-something craft

and “Laila Lavan” (White Night) was born. The

Start-Up Chile is a government-

Creative hub MAP KL consists of

The buzzing neighborhood of Osu

fanatics, Hastudia is an open DIY

annual all-nighter spills into the streets, where

funded initiative designed to

two spaces: a 6,000-square-foot

is where it’s at for connecting

workshop that offers hands-on

museums, galleries, restaurants, stalls, and

attract startup entrepreneurs to

White Box gallery and a 250-seat

in person, particularly at the

lessons teaching everything from how to make

shops stay open late to entertain the city with

grow their businesses in Chile. Participants

Black Box new media space. Both are used for

much-lauded Republic Bar & Grill, which is a

your own vertical garden to woodworking and

performances, dancing, art exhibits, music,

spend the first several months, at least, of their

workshops, talks, exhibitions, film screenings,

mecca for Accra’s creative professionals. Other

silk screening.

outdoor film screenings, tours, and games.

stints in Santiago, and the project’s shared

and art installations that bring KL’s creative

hot spots include the shared workspace Goba

workspace, called Centro Movistar Innova and

community together.

Hub or Accra[dot]Alt, an organization that calls

The super popular Tel Aviv

located in the Providencia neighborhood, serves

International Salon enables

as a hub of new ideas and a meeting point for

Locals use the metro or, for less

Essentially built out of the jungle,

Parties” to engage creative minds on important

Accra’s history and composition

locals to learn about social,

the city’s tech-minded.

sardine-like conditions, the bus,

KL is home to green spaces that

local issues.

make it a mishmash of defining

which is affectionately referred to

offer a lot more than your average

political, cultural, and environmental issues

itself “subversively African” and hosts “Talk

moments. Homowo, a festival

through a host of monthly lectures and debates

as “the micro”—which carries about 12,000

city park. A visit to Gasing Hill means a one to

There’s a growing sense of civic

celebrated in May by Greater Accra’s indigenous

given by international newsmakers, speakers,

per day who are caught dodging the bus fare.

two hour trek through a small forest reserve and

participation in social media,

Ga people, represents the city’s roots in tradi-

journalists, ambassadors, and professors.

The transit authority Transantiago moves 4.5

over a suspension bridge. City dwellers can find

something that was typified by

tional native life. Meanwhile, at Christmastime,

million passengers per day in Santiago.

solace on a canopy walk or bicycle trail within

“Ghana Decides,” a nonpartisan blogging

huge numbers of Ghanaian diaspora members

the Forest Research Institute of Malaysia.

platform and social media campaign that was

living in Europe and elsewhere return home to

created to encourage transparency and voter

Accra, giving a yearly jolt to the cosmopolitan

participation during the 2012 election.

flavor of this increasingly international city.

If Airbnb and Underground Eats

Tel Aviv boasts 75 miles of bike

joined forces, the result would be

paths and 300 sunny days a

The spike of immigration to Chile

The best way to measure the civic

eatwith.com. The Israeli startup

year, so it’s no surprise that Tel

is a new phenomenon, with roughly

pulse is to decode the messages

Because of Malaysia’s history,

340,000 Peruvians arriving

embedded in street art around

many members of KL’s different

Avivians have a special affinity for the bicycle.

Cycling for transportation is big in

get a true taste of the city. Locals across the

Between 2010 and 2012, there was a 54

Santiago, and it’s getting bigger

in recent years. In addition, about 400,000

Central Market and Masjid Jamek, one of the

country welcome travelers to dine based on

percent increase in bike riders in Tel Aviv. While

every year. Critical mass bike

Mapuche have moved to Santiago, bringing

main mosques in the city.

a set menu—like Japanese chefs cooking

locals generally own their own wheels, the city’s

rides (cicletadas) show the collective cycling

with them celebrations such as We Tripantu,

Middle Eastern-style in a handbuilt eco-home

rentable Tel-O-Fun green bikes are found

consciousness with a ride departing from

or the Mapuche New Year, which is held on

in northern Israel, an urban Tel Aviv picnic or a

across the city.

Plaza Italia on the first Tuesday of every month

the winter solstice. Santiago’s Natural History

that’s usually packed with several thousand

Museum hosts a public version of the sacred

Steps from the sea and the

participants. Local tour operator La Bicicleta

ceremony, which is led by a machi, or shaman,

bustling Carmel Market, “The

Verde lends bikes for this ride to visitors.

who allows huinca (non-Mapuche people) to

Kerem,” as locals call it, houses
descendants of the pioneering Yemenite Jews

Independent businesses thrive

who settled in the area more than 100 years

in the contiguous areas of Bellas

Chileans working in the formal

ago, 20-30-something boho artists who relish

Artes and Lastarria. Locally grown

economy get a minimum of

the prime location, and affluent Europeans

indie food establishments include Emporio

who’ve snapped up holiday apartments.

La Rosa, a café with concoctions such as

they sometimes spend at the beach, in the

chocolate ice cream made with merkén, a

mountains, or in their home cities, but a highly

spice from the indigenous Mapuche people of

traditional culture means downtime is nearly

southern Chile.

always spent with family.

In 2003, Tel Aviv was recognized
for its concentration of Bauhaus

join the festivities.

ELIANNA BAREL

buildings (the largest in the

15 days off annually, which

world) and designated as a UNESCO World
EILEEN SMITH

Heritage Site. Naturally, celebration ensued

ethnic groups—such as Indians,

In Accra, 75 percent of residents

Portuguese-Eurasians, and Chinese—are

use public transport, especially
the TroTros (informal minibuses),

all still native-born to KL. Neighborhoods like

PHOTOS BY: (LEFT) DEE MAY TAN,(MIDDLE) DEE MAY TAN, (RIGHT) UNKNOWN

feast of biblically-inspired dishes.

PHOTOS BY: (LEFT) TALMORYAIR, (RIGHT) MINISTERIO SECRETARIA GENERAL DE GOBIERNO

is the best way to grub on regional fare and

More than just a concert,

Little India in Brickfields or Chinatown along

which embody a city in which improvisation,

Urbanscapes is a two-day annual

Petaling Street give a sense of how different

vocal commentary, and squeezing a lot of

creative arts festival that engages

ethnic groups have learned to make KL home,

people into a little space are the norm. The one-

the community with a mashup of indie artists,

with mosques next to Buddhist temples and

stand-up comedy, local food vendors, fashion

Chinese medicine practitioners.

liners emblazoned on their back windows range

retailers, art installations, and international
acts such as Franz Ferdinand and Sigur Rós.
Unlike other large Asian cities,

With long office hours and daily

Amazing and varied fast-food

from the foreboding— “Watch and Pray”—to

gems abound in Accra, and finding

the more meditative—“No Hurry in Life.”

these local spots makes eating

traffic jams, most city workers

here feel like a treasure hunt. Proprietors sell

Accra is an attractive destination

won’t reach home until 7 p.m.

everything from kelewele (ginger-coated fried

for migrants from other West

KL residents still largely rely on

However, breaks are more integrated into daily

plantains) and fried sweet potatoes or yams, to

personal vehicles due to the lack

life: In addition to morning and afternoon tea,

the fabulous jollof rice.

African countries fleeing conflict
or, more recently, looking for economic oppor-

of connectivity between bus routes, the present

lunch breaks can stretch for up to two hours.

tunities. A good example is the surprisingly

monorail, Light Rail Transit, and train stations.

To cater to the working class, retail and food

vibrant Nigerian community around TipToe Lane

Construction on a new Mass Rapid Transit line

outlets are open until 10 or 11 p.m. every day.

in Kwame Nkrumah Circle.

DEE MAY TAN

SHARON BENZONI

started in 2011 and is expected to be completed
in 2017.

TEL AVIV IS SAID to have been founded

FOR THOSE WHO FREQUENT KL’S

teh tarik, is the popular option. If it’s

and black grass jelly—is the drink of

by a group of families who parceled

mamak or curry houses, a pulled tea

a Chinese kopitiam coffee shop you’re

choice.

out the land by lottery using seashells

sweetened with condensed milk, called

at, a “Michael Jackson”—soy milk

inscribed with each family’s name.
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NOTABLE MENTIONS

NEW ZEAL AND

Despite its sprawling geography, Atlanta is more a community than
city—it’s diverse, yet collaborative in culture and soul. With schools
like The Creative Circus, Portfolio Center, and Savannah College
of Art and Design’s Atlanta campus, the city is also nurturing some
of the country’s most creative minds, evidenced by the world-class
design spilling outside of its classrooms. However, you can forget
trying to maneuver the main roads, as traffic remains one the city’s
biggest downfalls, along with crime and sex trafficking, both of
which the city is struggling to clean up. But as Atlanta’s local culture
continues to gain traction, the city is staking its claim not just as any
old Southern city in the U.S., but as a major center of ingenuity and
creativity.

Wellington boasts a lot to make up for its sometimes unpleasant
weather. In addition to being New Zealand’s cultural and creative
capital, it boasts the untouched greenery of the Botanic Garden
and native bird sanctuary of Zealandia, which seem straight off the
big screen. It is also the political capital, home to Parliament, the
government’s ministries, and foreign diplomats. Despite a rocky past
regarding indigenous people’s rights, Wellington’s ethnic relations are
now harmonious, for the most part, and any unfavorable changes to
laws affecting Maori land rights are likely to draw tens of thousands
of Maori and Pakeha (New Zealanders of European descent) together
in protest. Wellington may be the nation’s capital, but its relatively
small population (around 400,000) gives it a small city feel.

AS WE’VE ALREADY ACKNOWLEDGED , measuring “possibility” is an elusive science. We
realize that there are cities out there that currently surpass some of the selections in our top 20
when it comes to “livability”—that is not what we’re measuring here. The GOOD City Index
measures potential, anticipatory energy, and promise. That said, here are the cities that didn’t
quite make the cut this time around, but easily could have, and perhaps will, when we update
our index next year.

21.		 BOGOTÁ ,
22.

36.		 TAIPEI, TAIWAN

COLUMBIA

RIGA, L AT VIA

23.		 VANCOUVER, CANADA
The Goat Farm Arts Center,

When it comes to bright ideas

ment, an event New Zealand’s national team

located in Atlanta’s Westside

and Wellington’s emerging tech

has won six out of the 14 times it’s been held.

neighborhood, is an urban farm

scene, organizations like BizDojo,

that connects creative types with performing

Enspiral, and Lightning Lab are connecting big

arts, design, and technology. The Goat Farm

thinkers with one another, as well as providing

hosts not only a performing arts center, but also

space, mentoring, and even seed money to help

a community space and coffee shop, making it

get innovation off the ground.

one of the city’s most unique and vibrant spots.
When the Wellington City

public spaces. The Atlanta

Council launched a campaign to

Botanical Garden, a 30-acre

encourage people to stop giving

attraction, includes 10 acres of woods with

money to beggars and donate to a charity using

While buses, trains, and the iconic

walking trails and vast swaths of undergrowth.

a QR code instead, many Wellington residents

Cable Car connect outlying areas

Winter brings the Garden Lights event, where

were less than impressed. Some responded by

all 30 acres are brightened by 1.5 million

adopting the practice of suspended coffee,

Central Business District is a compact space

energy-efficient lights, in one of the city’s most

where a customer buys a cup for an anonymous

with virtually everything—including nightlife,

anticipated holiday events.

person in need.

shopping, and offices—within walking

gathers top graffiti and street

to the city center, Wellington’s

distance.

artists along with as underground

A brand new, $100 million

Each Sunday, purveyors of fresh

muralists to create murals on vacant walls

National Center for Civil and

produce and food stalls gather in

Within one inner-city block, Te

throughout the city, giving a voice to a once-

Human Rights is set to open

Wellington’s waterfront, while the

Aro Pa (a 19th-century Maori
settlement) and Haining Street

in 2014. It will pay tribute to the city’s past

nearby Chaffers Dock Building boasts bacon

struggles and forge a link between the

sandwiches, or “butties” as they’re known here,

(the former Chinese district formerly plagued

Music Midtown, Atlanta’s largest

American civil rights and global human rights

made by one of the city’s best-known chefs,

by anti-immigrant sentiment) mark how far the

music festival, recently returned

struggles.

Martin Bosley.

city has come since European settlement 170

enervated artistic community.

to the city’s 189-acre Piedmont
Park after a six year hiatus. The two-day event

years ago. Locals now regularly come together
SARAH SPEAR

for annual events including Chinese New Year,

attracts more than 100,000 people from all over

Diwali, and Matariki (Maori New Year).

the southeastern U.S.
Exploring the great outdoors is
With a low percentage of Atlantans

a regular activity for Wellington

using public transportation,

residents on one of their 20

new projects such as the Atlanta

government-mandated days off. But because

BeltLine—a 22-mile loop around Atlanta’s

Each February, gaggles of rugby

the city is situated in particularly hilly terrain,

central neighborhoods— have cropped up in

fans dressed as everything from

a walk, hike, or bike ride can routinely fit into a

response, creating trails and several new parks

Smurfs and Elmos to internet

day at the office as well.

along the beltline.

memes take over the city’s streets during the
Wellington leg of the IRB Rugby Sevens tourna-

L AURA MCQUILL AN
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Living Walls, The City Speaks

Atlanta boasts 343 parks and

37.

MUMBAI, INDIA

38.

BRUGES, BELGIUM

24.

HONG KONG, CHINA

39.

KAMPAL A, UGANDA

25.

BERLIN, GERMANY

40.

CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEAL AND

26.

KYOTO, JAPAN

41.

LISBON, PORTUGAL

27.		 LOS ANGELES, UNITED STATES

42.		 TOKYO, JAPAN

28.		 DUBLIN, IREL AND

43.		 SANTA FE, UNITED STATES

29.

ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA

44.		 HO CHI MINH CIT Y, VIETNAM

30.

LIMA, PERU

45.		 CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

31.

DETROIT, UNITED STATES

46.		 ZURICH, SWITZERL AND

32.

SHANGHAI, CHINA

47.

33.

SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL

48.		 KIGALI, RWANDA

34.

NEW DELHI, INDIA

49.

35.

AMSTERDAM, NETHERL ANDS

50.		 BANGALORE, INDIA

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

SARA JEVO, BOSNIA
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